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Easy 3DFlex for Mixed Media
Easy 3D Flex is an incredible NEW medium that
can be used to create the most AMAZING
textural eﬀects in your artwork. It is an inorganic
filling compound, which comes as a powder.
Mixed with Powertex, it makes a thick sculpting
clay that air dries and gets rock hard. The
medium will develop cracks when applied in very
thick layers and exposed to heat, such as the
sun, or by adding water or Bister to the surface.
The thick sculpting paste can also be stamped
to achieve detailed prints, using various items
such as rope, screws, buttons & stencils... If
desired, cracks can be avoided by applying the
Easy 3Dflex in thin layers, with drying time in
between, or by adding a small amount of white
sand. It can also be used to thicken acrylic paint
to achieve superb textural eﬀects in painting.
This product is natural and non-toxic, but can
dry out the skin. We recommend using gloves.

Plaster Torsos
A diverse range of plaster torsos and heads
are available from Powertex, that can be used
to create your own artwork. Choose from the
African, Masai, European & Hindi Collections.

Art Colour Pigments
Embellish you artwork with our beautiful range
of coloured pigments. Use Powercolour or
Colourtrix in combination with Easy Varnish to
drybrush your artwork to create a professional
finish with various eﬀects such as a ‘rust’ or
‘metallic’ finish. Powercolour is a mat finish,
whilst Colourtrix is metallic. Both are available
in a wide range of colours.
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Powertex the Verstile Textile Hardener

Powertex

Stone Art

Powerprint

Powertex is the versatile, environmentally
friendly, weather resistant, water based, acid
free, liquid textile hardener that is suitable for
use with any porous material such as paper,
fabric, cardboard, air-drying clay, concrete,
ceramic, wood, glass, metal, dried flowers,
etc...it works most effectively with 100% cotton.

Stone Art is like paper mache, except that it
has a very specific composition so that when
it’s combined with Powertex it makes a self
hardening clay that can be rolled, sculpted and
moulded then allowed to air-dry. Stone Art
sculptures may be rubbed and polished to
obtain coarse or fine stone structures, with an
identical stone imitation, including blue stone,
bronze or terracotta. A beautiful crackle and
torn paper eﬀect can also be achieved by
adding Powercolour to a slab of Stone Art.

Powerprint is an eﬀective laser print transfer
medium that transfers images from a laser
printer or photocopier to canvas, paper, fabric,
ceramic, cardboard, metal and Powertex
treated surfaces. Powerprint images can be
super-imposed for special eﬀects and used
eﬀectively when combined with Powertex,
collage, Stone Art, paint, etc... An essential for
the toolkit of any mixed media artist!
DREAM... IMAGINE... CREATE...
with POWERTEX

If you like to recycle then you will love
Powertex! Combine all the bits and pieces that
you’ve been collecting for years (such as fabric
scraps, old T-shirts, natural materials, paper,
beads etc..) with a dab of creativity to create
your own amazing artworks for indoors or
outdoors. You name it and you can probably
use it all...the sky is the limit with Powertex!!!
Powertex: Available in 10 colours including
Transparent,Terracotta, Lead, Bronze, Ivory,
Green, Black, Red, Yellow Oxide & Blue.
Easy to use - dip it, spray it or paint it.
Add Powercolor Art Pigments to Powertex to
create your own colours (40ml of Powercolor
is usually required to colour 1 litre of Powertex).

